360 Y I E L D S AV E R ®

DON’T LET YIELD

FALL THROUGH THE CRACKS
360 YIELD SAVER ® cuts header loss up to 80%. Poly blocks and intermeshing bristles reduce loss two
ways: by cushioning the ear’s impact - reducing butt shelling - and by capturing kernels.
Save more of what you grow.

REDUCE HEADER LOSS UP TO 80%
With today's commodity prices, every bushel you add boosts your profitability. By preventing header loss, growers typically save 1.8 bushels per
acre. At this rate of savings, 360 YIELD SAVER can pay for itself within the first few fields and generate approximately 3X ROI after three years
of use. Consider the return on investment for a typical corn operation with two-bushel savings. With an eight-row head covering 1,200 acres
per year, a grower could expect a net profi t of almost $11,500 in the first year.

290% RETURN ON INVESTMENT
2000 ACRE S PER YE A R ON 12 ROW HE A D
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2.0 BU AVERAGE
K E R N E L S AV I N G S

$ 15,600

$39, 200

GROSS RETURN

NET PROFIT AFTER 3 YRS

On Saved Bushels
at $6.50 / bu

In 12 Rows of Chains and
Replacement Brush Blocks

2,400 Extra Bushels Per Year

SMALL DETAILS MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE
A Two layers of bristles capture loose kernels.
b Brush blocks are replaceable.
c Poly blocks cushion ears. Reduce shelling.
D Bristles are stiff enough to capture kernels. Soft enough to let residue pass through.
E Raised crop-lug blocks improve ear and residue flow.
F Custom gathering chain retains blocks.

ANDY VONEHWEGEN // TERRIL, IOWA
"Once we put YIELD SAVER on our head we minimized the amount of butt shelling up front. Then anything that would butt shell
was swept in with the brushes. It's kind of the best of both worlds."

